
CADReS Score  Sheet 

Name:__________________________________________ Date: ________________ 

1. Visual fields: Shade in any areas of deficit.

Patient’s L R 

2. Visual acuity:_ _________OD ___________ OS __________OU

Was the patient wearing corrective lenses? If yes, please specify: 

______________________________________________

If acuity in either eye is worse than 20/40, consider referral to ophthalmologist.

3. Rapid pace walk:____________ seconds

Longer than 9 seconds is abnormal; consider referral for driving evaluation and/or evaluation 

of gait disorder. Was test performed with a walker or cane? If yes, please specify: 
_______________________________________________________________

4. Range of motion: Specify “within normal limits (WNL)” or “not WNL.” If not WNL, describe.

Right Left 

Neck rotation 

Finger curl 

Shoulder and elbow flexion 

Ankle plantar flexion 

Ankle dorsiflexion 

With any deficiencies or pain, consider referral to physical therapy for exercises or pain 

management or to occupational therapy if impacting ADLs/IADLs as indicated, and/or 

consider referral for comprehensive driving evaluation if adaptation for driving is needed. 

5. Maze Test: Risk Categories _____  Seconds _____ Errors _____
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If completed in 61 seconds or longer, with or without errors, then the person is not 

cognitively fit to drive safely. 

If completed in up to 60 seconds, but with two or more errors, then the person is not 

cognitively fit to drive safely. 

If completed in up to 60 seconds, with zero or one error, then the person is cognitively fit to 

drive safely. 

6. MoCA: Total score:_____

A score of 26 or above is normal (add a point if the older adult has less than 12 years of

formal education). A score of 18 or less indicates driving safety risk. A score above 18 but

below 26 warrants further evaluation, including a comprehensive driving evaluation.

7. Trail-Making Test, Part B:____ seconds

A score longer than 180 seconds is abnormal; consider referral for a comprehensive driving

evaluation and/or evaluation for cognitive, visual, or motor impairment.

8. Clock-drawing test: Please check “yes” or “no” to the following criteria.

Yes No 

Only the numbers 1–12 are included (no duplicates or omissions). 

The numbers are drawn inside the clock circle. 

The numbers are spaced equally or nearly equally from each other. 

The numbers are spaced equally or nearly equally from the edge of 

the circle. 

One clock hand correctly points to 2. 

There are only two clock hands. 

There are no intrusive marks, writing, or hands indicating incorrect 

time. 

If any elements are abnormal, consider referral for a comprehensive driving evaluation 
clinic and/or evaluation for cognitive, visual, or motor impairment. 
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Assessment/Plan 
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